Abstract: The present article demonstrates how research on confiscated lateseventeenth-century letters allows us to gain insight into linguistic practices of second and third generations of Dutch-speaking migrants who lived in the German city of Hamburg, in a predominantly Low German region. The historical background of the preserved Heusch correspondence, spoken and written communication in merchant circles, and foreign language learning will be discussed. Apart from examining features such as epistolary formulae, ellipsis, and code switching, the question is also addressed of the degree to which interference from Low (or High) German is found. An analysis of the letters reveals both adoption of the Low German reflexive pronoun sick and a diverse pattern of using the relative particle so, which is shown to be a clear case of adopting (and maybe even extending) a supraregional German relativisation strategy.
Introduction
In Europe, bilingualism or multilingualism was a normal state of affairs in the past, as has been argued repeatedly (a.o. Schendl 2012) . This statement is evident if we take into account the two types of multilingualism which have been characterised as multilingual and multidialectal practices. The first refers to different languages and the second to different varieties within one language. In scholarly discussions, the same distinction is made by the terms external and internal multilingualism (see a.o. Vogl 2012; Kühl and Braunmüller 2014) . Early Modern people were indeed well able to communicate across language borders and effectively showed their multiple belonging to different linguistic communities (cf. Burke 2004) . Illustrative examples are migrant workers who travelled around Europe and merchants in networks of international trade. The well-known picture of European communication across borders has to a large extent been based on accounts of political contact between nations and on the exchange of ideas within the international literary and scholarly community (cf. Burke 2004) . Research has also focused on formal language regulations and on book publishing for a multilingual readership. In these contexts, in which mainly the upper layers of society were involved, Latin and French in particular functioned as linguae francae. Low German played a similar role in the medieval Hanseatic league, i. e. in the domain of trade in which people from various walks of life participated. Although the study of historical multilingualism and language contact is flourishing, what we are still less familiar with, however, are the everyday communication patterns of migrants in the Early Modern period and the survival of their native language in the language contact setting of a foreign environment.
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To gain access to part of these as yet less known linguistic practices, we have to be creative in finding appropriate sources and exploring these within the sociohistorical linguistic framework (van der Wal 2016). We also need interdisciplinary information, provided mainly by historians, in order to correctly interpret and explain our linguistic findings. The present article shows how research on confiscated late-seventeenth-century letters allows us to gain insight into linguistic practices of second and third generations of Dutch-speaking migrants who had originally moved from the southern Low Countries to Germany as a consequence of war and religious persecution. Our linguistic material is a collection of 51 Dutch letters, mainly written by Michiel Heusch senior, an influential merchant in the German city of Hamburg, and addressed to his son Michiel junior, who was travelling in Italy on his European grand tour. These letters provide both evidence for the long-term survival of Dutch in a foreign setting and information on foreign language acquisition by young merchants. They allow us to address two issues, which are so to speak two sides of the coin: the survival of Dutch and the characteristics of the Dutch usage involved on the one hand and the influence of a language contact setting on this Dutch usage on the other.
Section 2 introduces the collection of Heusch letters. Section 3 offers more information on the Heusch family and on the contemporary historical background.
1 See Rutten et al. (2017) for current issues in the field of historical multilingualism and language contact. Previous studies on communication patterns in the multilingual environment of British regions are Trudgill (2013) (and publications mentioned there) and Joby (2015) . Lodge (2014) presents the linguistic experience of a travelling individual in multidialectal France. Publications on the language of migrants within the multidialectal Low Countries are Boyce Hendriks (1998) and Goss (2002) .
The linguistic practices and foreign language learning of Early Modern merchants are discussed in Section 4. Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 focus on characteristics of the Heusch correspondence as an example of Dutch language in exile. In Sections 5 and 6, we examine familiar letter features such as ellipsis and epistolary formulae which are compared with Early Modern Dutch practice. Sections 7 and 8 deal with interference phenomena at both the lexical and syntactical level, in particular with the reflexive pronoun and the relative particle so. Conclusions are presented in Section 9.
A source of confiscated documents
The seventeenth-century Heusch correspondence (of about 35,000 words in total) covers the period of almost one year, from June 1664 until May 1665. Most of the 51 letters were written by father Michiel Heusch senior, and a few by other family members, i. e. mother Elisabeth Heusch-Bosschaert, sister Elisabeth Heusch, cousin Gerhart Heusch and uncle Jacob Jansen who each wrote a single letter that survived. Michiel Heusch senior maintained his practice of writing to his son every week. He used to send his letters along his son's travel route: at first, to towns in southern Germany (Heidelberg, Nuremberg), and subsequently to the Italian towns of Venice, Bologna, Rome, Naples and Genoa. As his father's future successor in the trading business, Michiel junior made his elaborate tour in order to strengthen the ties of his father's commercial network and to broaden his own experience. Apart from regular advice on both the travel route and Michiel's behaviour, the letters comprise information on business matters such as trading goods and their changing prices, and home news about illnesses, deaths, scandals and the plague.
The Heusch letters are part of the so-called Prize Papers or sailing letters, a unique source of documents, which survived due to European warfare and privateering, the longstanding legitimate activity of conquering enemy ships. In the past this activity was performed by all seafaring European countries and regulated by strict rules. When a ship was taken, all papers on board were confiscated in order to demonstrate that the seized ship indeed belonged to the enemy and was a so-called legal prize. In England, after the legal procedure, the confiscated papers remained in the High Court of Admiralty's Archives (HCA), kept in the National Archives in London (Kew, UK) today. As a result of the frequent warfare between England and the Netherlands from the second half of the seventeenth to the early nineteenth century, approximately 40,000 Dutch letters, both private and commercial, and a wide range of other material survived and are currently stored in over a thousand boxes in the National Archives (see van der Wal et.al., 2012; Rutten and van der Wal 2014: 1-2) . The confiscated letters belonged to the ships' cargo, as ships sailing to and from the Caribbean, Asia, Africa and European ports often functioned as mail carriers.
The weekly letters sent to Michiel Heusch junior reached him by overland transport (see Figure 1(a) and (b) ). However, we owe the one-year collection of letters to his practice of sending the bulk of the received correspondence home by ship. Probably Michiel junior returned mainly his father's letters, which comprised commercial data, for archiving.
2 One of the 2 This would explain why only two letters from his mother and sister survived, whereas a dozen must have been sent (and most probably received) in the one-year period (see also footnote 28 Protestant people from various social ranks found refuge in the city of Hamburg, both the poor working class as is evident from the poor relief (Armenkasse) documents (Asaert 2010: 91-92 ) and rich merchants, who could easily transfer their commercial activities due to the transition period of four years granted to non-Catholics in Antwerp (Asaert 2010: 39-41) . 6 The social rank of foreign merchants in Hamburg society, and that of the Heusch family in particular, was definitely high as is shown by evidence from historians. In 1619, Peter Heusch appeared to be one of the richer merchants and his son Michiel Heusch senior was no less successful. 7 His network of trading partners extended to Russia, England, France, Italy, Portugal and Spain (Reißmann 1975: 38) . In a recent study, Michiel Heusch is characterised as the Hamburg merchant with the largest network of thirteen European ports (Lisbon, Porto, Sanlúcar, Cádiz, Málaga, San Sebastián, London, Rouen, Marseille, Genoa,
6 See also Schaser (1995) for the various social groups of migrants and Hamburg's approach of immigrants ("Fremdenpolitik als Wirtschaftspolitik"). Lindberg (2008) argues that openness towards foreign merchants was favourable for Hamburg's rise as a metropolis of international trade. 7 In 1619, Peter Heusch, involved in Hamburg's Iberian trade, was, with a banking turnover of over 100,000 Mark, among the 42 big businessmen (Baumann 1990: 260-261) . In 1645, Michiel Heusch senior's overseas trade amounted to over 200,000 Mark, the largest turnover among 481 Hamburg merchants involved in overseas trade (Reißmann 1975: 35; 379-384) .
Venice, Sicily and Gdańsk/Danzig) in 1647 (Poettering 2013: 219-220) . Products bought and sold were Russian leather, salt, metal, wax and wheat from Germany and Scandinavia, wool from England, rice, wine, currants, almonds, silk, oil, and lemons from the Mediterranean. The influx of migrants had major demographic consequences for the city of Hamburg. According to estimations, in 1600 approximately a quarter of the Hamburg population of 40,000 inhabitants consisted of migrants from the southern Low Countries (Waley 2002: 9; Uppenkamp 2015: 61-62) . Many of them lived in the relatively new southern city quarter, in streets such as Wandrahm and Holländischer Brook. They had their own institutions including the previously mentioned Armenkasse, societies and religious meetings (Van Roosbroeck 1968: 245-271 . 9 We may conclude that Michiel Heusch senior (1601-1684) and his wife Elisabeth Bosschaert (1609-1679) were both born and raised in Hamburg. They were second-generation migrants in present-day terms and their children, their son Michiel, the addressee of the letters, and their four daughters, Elisabeth, Anna, Suzanna and Catharina, were third-generation migrants. Living in particular city quarters and preferring endogamy suggest segregation, but at the same time evidence of perfect integration is found in the case of Michiel Heusch senior. As a wealthy and influential merchant, he was elected the first president of the Commerzdeputation, the precursor of the Chamber of Commerce, on January 19, 1665, which was a prominent task to fulfill (Handelskammer Hamburg 2015: 10-11, 14-15) . From the letters sent to his son on 18 and 25 January, it appears that Michiel initially did not intend to accept the membership or the presidency of this body of six merchant representatives, but ultimately he had to accept in order to avoid being hated ("om niet gehaedt te worden", letter dated March 1, 1665). Two other merchants, however, were given the task of setting out for England to negotiate free trade during the Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667). Apparently, Michiel succeeded in refusing that task, but he still reports on the important mission and expected outcome in seven other letters (15 February, 1, 8, 15, 22 March, 19, April 26, 1665) .
A 10 The painting is kept in the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Collection John G. Johnson, nr. 495, www.Philamuseum.org. Cf. Johnson et al. (1913: vol. 2: 93, 341) and Handelskammer Hamburg (2015: 10-11, 14-15 12 They preferred endogamy and continued to speak Dutch for generations. Historians even argue that "Dutch was the language spoken at the Hamburg stock exchange" (Uppenkamp 2015: 62) and that Dutch functioned as a lingua franca among merchants in Hamburg (Poettering 2013: 168) . In my opinion, however, this is too hasty a conclusion based on a contemporary comment by a German-Danish traveller who notes that High German is little used in Hamburg and that at the stock exchange a mixture of Low German and Dutch is used. 13 This practice is exactly what could be expected in the Low German area to which Hamburg belongs. More in detail, we expect that so-called receptive bi-or multilingualism, described by Braunmüller for the Scandinavian area during the Hanseatic League, must also have been a frequent phenomenon in seventeenth-century Hamburg (Braunmüller 1997 , Braunmüller 2007 , Braunmüller 2013 . In face-to-face communication, which is an essential characteristic of receptive multilingualism, Dutch-speaking and Low Germanspeaking merchants must have been able to deal with all their business matters in their closely-related languages.
14 Receptive multilingualism overcomes communicative problems of speaking, but what was the writing practice? Among the confiscated Prize Papers, lateseventeenth-century letters written in Low German were discovered, which evidence corrects a textbook opinion on the lost written language function of Low German at that time (cf. Elspaß and Stolberg 2014) . How widespread this Low German writing practice was is still a matter of further research. Merchants 11 The actual linguistic situation may have been even more complicated, as French-speaking Walloons also belonged to the so-called nation of people originating from the Low Countries in Hamburg. 12 I use the term 'Flemish' to indicate Dutch-speaking people from the southern Low Countries. 13 According to Kunrat von Hövelen, Hamburgs Hoheit, p. 132, "die ädele hoch-deutsche Heldensprache" was little used, as "die Kaufbursche (um Das Sie in Holland gereiset und auch Brabander, Holländer, Englische und dergl. Vile in Hamburg Säshaft) Niderdeutsch gebrauchen und Holländisch meist untermischen". Poettering (2013: 168) concludes: "Die Sprache der Niederländer hatte unter den Kaufleuten in Hamburg den Status einer lingua franca". 14 For features of receptive multilingualism see Braunmüller (2007: 29-32 Linguistically, the collection of Heusch letters reveals the preservation of Dutch up to the third generation of migrants. This long-term survival of Dutch occurred in favourable circumstances of a large community with joint roots and the practice of endogamy, but did the non-native, Low German context have any influence on the Dutch language used? The questions arise of whether we find any interference from Low (or High) German or any code switching in this setting of language contact. We will deal with these questions in Sections 7 and 8, after having focused on two characteristics of the correspondence: the striking feature of ellipsis in Heusch senior's letters (Section 5) and epistolary formulae used by the five individual letter writers (Section 6).
Familiar letter features and beyond: Ellipsis
Ellipsis of the first person singular or plural as subject is a common feature in letters, diaries and ship's journals, as the writing subject is evident. Most of the letters written by Michiel Heusch senior, however, show not only a frequent first person subject ellipsis such as become 'I receive', verneme 'I understand', but also second person ellipsis or ellipsis of the addressee such as daer (…) wel gearriveert waert 'where you had arrived safely', Dacht 'you intended' in (1):
( In passing we note the ellipsis of the conjunction dat 'that', which is another familiar feature in contemporary letters. On closer inspection, Heusch senior consistently omits the second person pronoun subject forms; only one instance of an explicit addressee occurs:
(2) Schrijve hem so ghij daer bent dat alles met u in raet sal stellen 'I will write him [ = Lanckhorst] that he has to consult you in everything as soon as you are there' (letter 29, dated January 4, 1665)
The pronoun ghij/ghy 'you' is the regular form of address used by the female letter writers, of whom only mother Elisabeth shows one instance of addressee ellipsis.
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Father, mother and sister all use u as oblique 'you' and possessive form 'your'; the possessive pronoun uw 'your' does not occur. Cousin Gerhart and uncle Jacob Jansen, however, use the epistolary form of address ul, the most frequent epistolary form in late-seventeenth-century letters, without any instance of the rising epistolary variant ue 'your honour'. 23 Ul, the abbreviation of uwe liefde/u liefde 'your love, your kindness', occurs in all instances as subject, oblique and possessive form as is shown in (3). 24 Addressee ellipsis is not found in their letters.
(3) Overmits wij verstaen dat ul nu tot Genoa sal comen, en aldaar ongetwijffelt de affaires van ul oom sal[iger] sterfhuijs met de ss o . Viganega en Schepel vereffen, oversulx nemen de vrijhijt ul oock met onse commissie te bemoijen 'As we understand that you will come to Genoa now and will undoubtedly arrange the business of your late uncle's bequeathed estate with Messrs Viganega and Schepel, therefore we also take the liberty of bothering you with our commission' (letter 37, dated February 22, 1665, cousin Gerhart Heusch)
Michiel Heusch senior's habit of frequently omitting items sometimes even extends to third person pronoun ellipsis such as in (4):
(4) Een van dees Selms soen, die noch jongman was, is vor 2 dagen overleden. Men seijde vor desen dat met de jongfrou Rodenbergs verloeft was, so verleden jaer stirf bijden borgemester; sijn malcanderen haest gevolgt 'One of this Selm's sons, who was still a bachelor, died two days ago. One said that he was previously engaged to maiden Rodenbergs, who died last year at the mayor's; they have followed one another swiftly' (letter 2, dated June 8, 1664)
22 In mother Elisabeth's letter we find twice ghij and once ellipsis. In sister Elisabeth's letter ghy occurs twice. 23 For the various forms of address see Rutten and van der Wal (2014: Ch. 6, 203-245 Interpreting the letters, you have to pay attention to these frequent instances of ellipsis which appear in the weekly letters by Heusch senior and may be characterised as conversational deletion, a phenomenon of both spoken language and particular genres of written language.
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Michiel Heusch's consistent ellipsis of the second person pronoun and his irregular third person pronoun ellipsis are prominent features of his correspondence. This phenomenon seems an individual characteristic, as, apart from one instance (see footnote 22), these features do not occur in letters by the other relatives or in other private correspondence with which we are familiar. Whether the extension of the first person pronoun ellipsis is to be found in an elaborate corpus of contemporary business letters remains a suggestion for further research. What the ellipsis case furthermore shows is variation in the usage of Dutch migrants abroad. They vary in their forms of address: usage of ghij/ghy 'you' by the two female letter writers and of ul by the two male writers, both familiar variants in a non-migrant Dutch setting. Inter-individual variation will also be examined, when turning to epistolary formulae in the next section.
Epistolary formulae: Variation in opening and closing of a letter
Early Modern letter writers were familiar with epistolary formulae: prefabricated chunks of language, which have been similar in many European languages for centuries (cf. Elspaß 2012b; Rutten and van der Wal 2014: 75-128). These formulae fulfill text-constitutive, intersubjective and Christian/ritual functions. For the Heusch correspondence, I will focus on the opening and the closing of the letters, where various such formulae occur. The openings clearly show text-type formulae, a subtype of text-constitutive formulae, which identify the text as a letter. The date and the writer's location are followed by one of the options for addressing the recipient according to the following pattern in Michiel Heusch senior's letters (5) Gerhart Heusch continues with a greeting the recipient formula:
(8) Naer salutatie, hebben van ul heer Vaeder ul goede dispositie seer geerne vernomen 'after greeting, we have understood with pleasure your good health from your father' (letter 37, cousin Gerhart Heusch)
Naer salutatie 'after greeting' is immediately followed by mentioning that the letter writer was informed of the addressee's good health by father Heusch. This remark replaces the familiar intersubjective health formula, which confirms the writer's own good health and expresses health wishes for the addressee (Rutten and van der Wal 2014: 114-121 From this letter I learnt with pleasure that you had received the letter sent to Naples to Mr. Van Dal' (letter 13, dated September 7, 1664) This practice was useful for the correspondents and it also informs us about missing letters in the preserved correspondence.
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The closing of Michiel Heusch's letters shows some variation, as he uses three types of intersubjective greeting formulae, combined with a commendation formula. His most frequent greeting formula (34 instances, 74 %) consists of an imperative of the verb sijn 'to be' plus the participle gegruet/gegroet/gegruut 'greeted' which is often modified by hartelyck/van harten/seer 'heartily, from the heart, very' as in (12). The optional elements are indicated in square brackets, the greeting and commendation formulae in bold. The option In gnaden shows German interference.
27 This appears to be a typical seventeenth-century formula: 260 hits are found in 595 seventeenth-century letters and only one eighteenth-century hit in 438 eighteenth-century letters of the Letters as Loot corpus. See also Rutten and van der Wal (2014: 93-97 Be with this from all of us /together/ from mother and all of us/ from mother, your sisters and me heartily/ from the heart/ very greeted and recommended to the Lord/God almighty in mercy/in his holy protection'
Alternatives are a combination of the verbs doen 'to do' and grueten/gruten 'to greet' (see (13); 5 instances, 11 %), often modified by seer/hartelyck 'very/heartily', and the noun phrase of the preposition naer 'after' and the noun grutenis 'greeting' (see (14); 7 instances, 15 %), which noun phrase also occurs at the opening of letters as discussed above: Mother Elisabeth combines the 'greeted' option with the 'to do' variant:
(15) U susters doen u vrindelijck groeten (…) ende zijt van mij hartlijck gegroet ende Godt in genaden bevolen tot langer bestendigher gesontheijt 'Your sisters greet you friendly (…) and be greeted heartily from me and be recommended to God in mercy in order to have a longer steady health' (letter 48, mother Elisabeth Heusch)
The other letter writers use only the alternative patterns: sister Elisabeth and uncle Jacob Jansen, the 'to do' pattern and cousin Gerhart Heusch, the 'after greeting' pattern naer cordiale groetenis, with the French loan equivalent of hartelyck 'heartily'. 29 In only one of Michiel senior's letters, letter 23, dated
November 23, 1664, is the greeting formula lacking. The commendation formula west den Heere bevolen 'be (re)commended to the Lord' is present in all 51 letters 29 Taking into account the other correspondents, the percentages of the three types of formulae are 69 % (35 instances), 16 % (8 instances) and 16 % (8 instances) respectively across the whole correspondence.
of the Heusch correspondence. This formula shows some phrasal and lexical variation such as 'be recommended to God/the Lord/the almighty God/the protection of the Lord etc.' which is also found in other seventeenth-century letters (see Rutten and van der Wal 2014: 125-127 ). These few examples of formulaic language show that second and third generation migrants were familiar with Dutch epistolary formulae and their variants. The opening and closing formulae of their letters do not deviate from the Dutch epistolary formulae found in late-seventeenth-century private letters and shared with German and other European languages (cf. Elspaß 2012b; Rutten and van der Wal 2014: 75-128) . Moreover, we found both variation in the formulae and some inter-individual variation which illustrate a still good command of varied written Dutch. Whether and to which degree this varied written Dutch was influenced by the language contact setting, our second issue, will be examined in the following sections. It is not only at the level of lexical items, such as illustrated by gnaden above, and the reflexive pronoun, but also at the syntactical level of a relative clause pattern that German interference can be traced as will be shown in Sections 7 and 8 respectively.
Interference at the lexical level and the reflexive case
In a language contact setting lexical interference may be expected, which does occur, although not to a high degree, in the Heusch letters. Apart from variation in pairs such as gnade(n)/genade(n) 'mercy', plats/plaets 'place', 30 we find only the lexical items herbst, osteren, pingsten, arnte, lorberen, stockfisch, erholden 'autumn, easter, pentecost, harvest, laurel-berries, stockfish, to keep alive'. All instances of Low or High German interference occur in Heusch senior's letters apart from a single pinghsten in mother Elisabeth's letter and future werden used by sister Elisabeth: 31 (16) groetmoeder (…) sal den herbst wel niet aff leven 'grandmother will probably not survive the autumn (letter 6, July 6, 1664; a second example of herbst in letter 7, July 13, 1664)
30 Gnade(n) occurs twice in Heusch senior's letters versus two instances of Dutch genade(n). Plats (6 instances) and platsen (2 instances) occur versus only two instances of Dutch plaets (2) in letters written by Heusch senior. 31 Apart from High German herbst, all lexical items are either Low German (arnte, pingsten, erholden) or identical in Low and High German (gnade, plats, osteren, lorberen, stockfisch). Furthermore, het geeft, the calque of es gibt, occurs (24) and the verb worden is used to indicate future, which is current in German, but not in Dutch (25): (24) het wil eenen bloedigen oorloch geven 'a bloody war will happen' (letter 39, March 8, 1665) 32 32 Other examples are: So wilt daer slechte negotie geven 'Then there will be bad trade there' (letter 30, January 11, 1665); hope goede negotie sal geven 'I hope that there will be good trade' (letter 28, December 28, 1664).
(25) of Vader se hem nu noch af eyssen wort weet ick niet 'I do not know whether Father will still demand them from him' (letter 44, April 5, 1665, sister Elisabeth) 33 An interesting case is the reflexive pronoun. In Dutch the personal pronoun originally functioned as a reflexive third person singular and plural, but in the seventeenth century the reflexive pronoun zich became an increasing alternative. For example, 'to wash oneself' could be indicated by either the old option hem/haer wassen or the newer option zich/sich wassen.
Stressing the importance of a separate reflexive pronoun, the Dutch grammarian Petrus Leupenius preferred the Low German variant sik to High German and Dutch sich/sig/zich in his grammar of 1653, but sik/sick did not gain ground in Dutch (van der Wal 1992: 125-127 The Heusch correspondence shows yet another striking characteristic: single so not only functions as a conditional subjunction or as a resumptive element (34), but also as a relative particle (35).
(34) So noch in tijts compt, so spreck tot Napels s r . Gio d'Nafro Giordani eens aen 'If you come in time, (then) address Mr. Gio d'Nafro Giordani in Naples' (letter 18, 19 October 1664, Heusch senior) 34 The letters by the four other correspondents do not comprise any reflexives, which are a low-frequent phenomenon in letters. Due to this low frequency, it also proved difficult to present conclusive evidence in the linguistic discussion of the origin, spread and distribution of Dutch zich (see Nobels 2013: 115-121 in German, but only in a particular period, mainly from the second half of the fifteenth until the late seventeenth century, declining in the eighteenth century, and alongside the familiar system of relative pronouns (der, die, das), derived from the demonstrative pronoun, and welch-(see Behaghel 1928: 729-732; Ebert 1986 : 163, Ebert 1993 Ágel 2010; Dal 2014 Dal [1962 : 236-245). Originally, so was used mainly in administrative documents, but from the early sixteenth century onwards this usage expanded to, for instance, letters and sermons, and later to epic prose (Ebert 1993: 447) . The relative particle so would usually occur as subject or direct object (Ágel 2010: 201-203) and mainly in restrictive relative clauses immediately after the antecedent (Ebert 1993: 447) . Analysing the instances in the Heusch correspondence, however, we find a more diverse pattern, which varies depending on the animacy or inanimacy of the antecedent. With animate antecedents, so functions as a subject in only appositive clauses, both embedded (so immediately follows the antecedent) (36) and final appositive clauses (with one or more elements between the antecedent and so) (37): In sum, in Michiel Heusch's letters, so functions as an alternative for the Dutch relative pronouns die/dat both as subject and as object in four types of relative clauses. The total number of 41 instances comprise slightly more appositive than restricted relative clauses. In both types of clauses the embedded ones dominate: 16 embedded versus 6 final appositive clauses and 15 embedded versus 4 final restrictive clauses. Taking into account, however, both the animacy of the antecedent and the syntactic function of the relative particle so, particular patterns appear. In the case of animate antecedents, only appositive relative clauses are found and so functions only as subject. In the case of inanimate antecedents, so functions both as subject and, more frequently, as object in predominantly restrictive and appositive relative clauses. For frequency details, see Table 1 . Ebert's observation (1993: 447) for German so, which would occur mainly in embedded restrictive relative clauses, therefore, does not apply to Heusch senior's usage of so in Dutch. Some interesting issues still remain such as whether a particular explanation for the usage of German so would explain Heusch senior's usage of so in his Dutch letters. An advice to vary in conjunctive relative clauses was given by a.o. the contemporary grammarian Schottelius (1612-1676) (Ebert 1986: 163) . The Dutch usage, however, does not appear to be determined by the need to avoid repetition in conjunctive relative clauses, as only a single instance of such a clause occurs:
(41) Detlof sijn soen, so naest den Baars woont in grootmoeders woningen, die ons het houdt pleech te setten, is mede overleden 'Detlof's son, who lives next to the Baars in grandmother's houses, who used to stack wood for us, also died' (letter 14, September 14, 1664) 
Early Modern migrants in a language contact setting
In order to establish whether the Dutch usage in four types of relative clauses extends the suggested contemporary German usage of so (Ebert 1993) , a more detailed comparison with late-seventeenth-century German texts would be needed. This is, however, beyond the scope of this article. Most importantly, the occurrence of the relative particle so in the Heusch correspondence has been shown to be a clear case of adopting a German supraregional feature in written Dutch.
Conclusions
The events of the Heusch family illustrate how wealthy merchants who were forced into migration succeeded in achieving an influential position in the city of Hamburg. The historical and sociolinguistic context sheds light on the confiscated Heusch correspondence which reveals linguistic practices. The male family members learned the languages needed for their commercial activities: Italian and French, both in spoken and written form. All relatives, second and third generation migrants, belonged to a vibrant community of Dutch-speaking people with shared roots and own institutions. It is, therefore, not surprising that they still appear to have a good command of written Dutch. It is both the characteristics of their Dutch usage and interference phenomena due to the language contact setting that we examined. Michiel Heusch's consistent ellipsis of the second person pronoun and his irregular third person pronoun ellipsis appeared to be prominent features in the correspondence and therefore deserved attention. This extension of the first person pronoun ellipsis, a familiar epistolary feature, could be considered a phenomenon of conversational deletion in his weekly written contact with his son. This phenomenon does not occur in letters by the other relatives or in other private correspondence with which we are familiar. So far it seems an individual characteristic in Heusch senior's letters. Whether the extension of the first person pronoun ellipsis is to be found in an elaborate corpus of contemporary business letters remains a suggestion for further research.
In the usage of our Dutch migrants abroad, variation is found not only in the case of ellipsis, but also in forms of address: usage of ghij/ghy 'you' by the two female letter writers and of ul by the two male writers, which are both familiar variants in a non-migrant Dutch setting. Other inter-individual variation between the five letter writers was found in epistolary formulae. This variation and the formulaic variants do not deviate from the late-seventeenth-century Dutch in private letters of non-migrants from the Letters as Loot corpus. Moreover, this variation in usage illustrates a still good command of varied written Dutch.
Whether and to which degree this varied written Dutch was influenced by the language contact setting, was our second issue to be addressed.
The letter writers participated considerably in the Hamburgian society as is most clearly shown by Heusch senior's position. They lived in a language contact setting of Low German speakers and must have known written High German. The preserved correspondence appears to reveal effects of this language contact. The relatively brief letters by mother and sister contain each only a single sign of interference: the Low Dutch pinghsten and the verb worden, indicating future, which is a German feature. All other instances of lexical interference are found in the letters written by the main correspondent, Heusch senior. It is his letters that also show two different interference phenomena: Low German influence of the reflexive pronoun sick and the relative particle pattern of supraregional German so. Both phenomena do not occur in the less elaborate letters by the four other family members. Furthermore, we note that we do not find instances of codeswitching in any of the letters. 37 The Heusch correspondence testifies to the survival of Dutch in a Low German mercantile environment. Moreover, this case illustrates that survival of a native language largely depends on the context -in this case the Hamburg population with a considerable number of inhabitants with Flemish roots. There is more to it than this. Various scenarios of language contact exist and scholars try to develop typologies of language contact in times past (cf. Rutten et al. 2017: 4) . In order to achieve this, in-depth research of the experiences of historical individuals and their daily practices is needed. The present sociohistorical linguistic analysis of the Heusch letters gives us the opportunity to gain a view of such linguistic practices in the past and allows us to contribute to a historical sociolinguistic theory of language contact.
